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:j_chasepl 
 
Chase Polyline Boundary And Put Vertices In Array 
 
Description: 

This utility chases the currently selected Polyline entity boundary and puts the boundary 
vertices, curve information, and display point into global array variables for use by 
display or editing programs. 

 
 
Level: 
 3s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_chasepl 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 ipl_vertmax1 (integer) Polyline vertex array maximum 
 

ppl_points1 (point) Polyline vertex array 1. ppl_points1(ix)  ix=counter 
 
rpl_arcbulge1 (real) Polyline arc bulge value - Array 1. rpl_arcbulge1(ix) 
 
ppl_display1 (point) Polyline display point - Array 1. ppl_display1 
 
imn_dpepl (integer) Polyline display 
 
_ipts (integer)  Maximum array points - segment array 
 
_pts (point)   Point Array - segment array 
 
ppl_arcbulge (point) For :mn_2dplbulge arc calculations 
 
rpl_arcbulge (real)  For :mn_2dplbulge arc calculations 

 
 
Arguments: 
 
 None 
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Example: 
 

:j_chasepl 
   

In this example the location of all vertices of the currently selected Polyline entity 
in the database will be loaded into the point global array variable ppl_points1. 
The number of vertices in the Polyline will be stored in the integer global variable 
ipl_vertmax1. The arc bulge factor for each segment is stored in the real number 
global array variable rpl_arcbulge1. This determines whether the segment is 
straight or curved and if curved, the "bulge" or sharpness of the curve. The 
Polyline Display Point is stored in the point global variable ppl_display1. The 
Polyline vertices are also stored in the point global array variable _pts, however 
in addition to the vertices, any curved segments of the Polyline are broken down 
into linear segments using the current display sides setting and the point 
locations for all linear segment ends are stored in _pts in order (i.e. the display 
list of the curve). The total number of linear segment endpoints for the Polyline 
are stored in the integer global variable _ipts. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. This program assumes that the currently selected entity in the database is a Polyline 
(#opolyline). 

 
2. This program duplicates much of the code from the :mn_polyedit sigmac for gathering 

vertices from a polyline. It adds the _ipts and _pts variables to break down the 
boundary into all line segments for area and perimeter calculations. and leaves out 
other information about the Polyline. 

 
3. The display sides setting used for breaking down curves (used in this program for the 

_pts array) is the number of sides to be used for a full 360 degree circle. If the Display 
Sides setting is 40 and you have a 90 degree curve, the curve will be broken down into 
10 segments for addition to the _pts array. 
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